
Samiksha Charhate and Vaidehi Gawai's
comedy act made the audience laugh on day
today foibles in our daily life. Their accurate
timing and brilliant acting won applause. 

15th January 2019  (27th lssue )

Prabhat’s Actresses Cast Magical Spells 
Green House :Brilliant Dances, Skits, Performances captivated Audience 

Akola: Cinema unmistakably
owes its rich splendor to the
unparalleled beauty of its actresses.
Paying rich tributes to Iconic
Actresses of Hindi Cinema,
Prabhat’s concluding Funday of
Green House regaled the audience
on Dec 22. 

The programme began on
musical notes. Prabhatians
presented rhythmic inaugural
dance and welcome song.  Green
House Warden Tulsi Atulkar
and Asst. Warden Sarika
Ayachit, Green House Captain

Parth Navkar and Asst. House
Captain Aarya Waghode inaugurated the

programme by lighting the traditional lamp.
SRC Members were chiefly present on the
occasion.  

Brilliant Dances Dazzelled 
Brilliant dance performances of Hindi

Cinema icon actresses Vyjayanthimala,
Sridevi, Madhuri and Deepika Padukone
won the hearts of the audiences. Students of
Std, V and VI paid a rich tribute to Sridevi.
Students of Std. I, II, III & IV presented a
eye-catching dance  sequences on the songs
filmed on Madhuri Dixit. Their lively dance
performances won the hearts. These dance
performances were guided by Sapna Mali,
Roshni Gudiya, Priya R. Sharma, Anita
Thakare, Shubhangi Vyawhare, Vrushali
Modak and Vaishali Joshi. Around 150

students participated in these
different  brilliant dances and
presented their soulful
performances.  

Cinema Ki Chidiya 
Brilliant Performance on

Hindi Cinema presented by
Prabhat’s little wonder Hansika
Tehalramani captivated the
hearts of the audience. 
Venushree’s Poem Made Audience Weep 

Hindi poem presented by Venushree
Sharma caught the attention to most delicate
parent-child relationship and made  the
audience  silently shade tears. She presented
a soliloquy of bereaved child whose father
sacrifised his life on the frontier.  

'Exam Fever 'won Thunderous
Laughter

After exhaustive studies,
examination  is  seen as the epitome
of students’ academic
performance. Making it a topic of
humour Prisha Mukund presented a
stunning skit ‘Exam Fever’ which
won the thunderous laughter. 

Her performance was followed by
Divya Mantri. She  brilliantly performed
and won applause.  Neil Agrawal easefully
solved  intricate cube and won applause.   

The programme was concluded with the
grand dance  performance  presented  by
students of Std. VI to IX.. The complete
event was enjoyed by the audience. 

Principal Appreciated
the  Grand Funday

The programme was  concluded with a
grand appreciation.  Principal Kanchan
Patokar praised the students for their
wonderful performances;  teachers and non-
teaching staff for the superb guidance and
preparation. She also thanked Bhavani
Drappery, Late Vishal Dikkar  team of
Choreography, Lights. Music, Camera  and
all who contributed to make the programme
unforgetable. 

Prabhat’s Counsellor Dr. Pradeep
Awachar, Cultural Dept. Head Nandkishor
Dambale, Sanjiwani Atharale, Green  House
Team with students and teachers were
chiefly present on the occasion. 

Great English Dramatist and poet William Shakespeare recreated human life on stage. His plays
are one of the richest legacies. Putting glimpse on Shakespearean  Heroines, Green House English
drama team presented Rainbow: Colours of Womanhood. Aarya Pande and Nishad Dhokane
played the role of anchors while  Manasvi Belsare, Madhura Thorat, Snehal Tiwari, Prathmesh
Tandale, Bhoomi Rathi, Nishita Patel and Kalyani Malkapurkar  presented beautiful charecters in
Shakeapeare’s plays.  Innocence of  Sheakespear’s great character Miranda, Love of Juliet and
Desdemona, Wisdom of Portia, Power of Cleoptra and reptence of Lady Macbeth over her sins  took
the performance to high pitch. Their deft presentation created the complete auro of Shakespearen
plays. Mrinal Malve scripted and directed the play. Drama team received guidance of Dr. Pradeep
Awachar. 

Shakespeare’s Heroines Glorified 

Beautiful Vyjayanthimala is one of the brilliant
actresses of Indian Cinema. Her superb dance captivated
the hearts. Paying tributes to the legendary actress, Hindi
drama team presented Vyjayanthimala’s Life Journey. 

Green House performers  Anjali Jungade performed the
role of child Vyjayanthimala and other actors Shrutika
Pingle, Shraddha Giri, Manas Mehata, Prem  Bhoyar,
Chaitali Gawai, Rushi Agrawal gave a peep into the
evolution of a rustic girl into a glorious actress while
Venushuree played the role of Narrator. Pallavi Joshi
directed the wonderful play. 

Drama on Vyjayanthimala

In today’s Age,
Competitive spirit is
most important to
succeed in life. How
a poor lad
encouraged by his
friend achieved
success in a running
race was depicted in
the Marathi Drama
‘Sharayt ...Khari
Maitri Kay Aste’.

Deepak Kedia,
Venushree Sharma,
Om Dange, Atharv
Dubey, Mihir Tale,
Parth Tale and Mukta Chipade  acted the lively performance
while their teacher Varsha Dande guided the drama.  The
play is based on a short film produced and directed by
Prabhat’s Counsellor Dr. Pradeep Awachar.   

Competitive Spirit Eugolized     

Brilliant Actresses of Prabhat mesmerized the audience with their
sheer wit and brilliance. Mansvi Belsare, Ashwika Tiwari, Aarya Pande,
Madhura Thorat and Pranjali Chandan who came in the get up of
dazzeling Actress of Bollywood created un unmistakable magic while
Devansh Sarda also did wonderful anchoring. Their anchoring
hightened the  songs, dance and action packed performance. Green
House teachers Gajanan Bathe and Trupti Raut guided  the anchors.  

Lively Anchoring Added Hue & Colours!Brilliant Act Mesmerized

Students of Std. III and IV thrilled on the musical strains
of Bollywood. Their betwitching performance was enjoyed

and enjoyed.  

Education Officer  (Higher Sec.)  Prakash Mukund ,
Prabhat’s  Director Dr. Gajanan Nare are seen enjoying a
scintillating performance. 
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